How-To Color Eggshells
by Amira El-Khaouli

Recipes:

1. To Use any Dye
   Mix a dash of vinegar with a dash of dye, not to exceed a tablespoon
   Add water
   Drop in egg

2. To Paint Designs
   Draw on the eggshell with wax or crayons
   Then use brushes or sponges to apply the background color

3. With Dye Kits
   Remember that you can mix colors to get new colors

4. To Make Confetti Eggs
   Use an egg topper tool for accuracy to break a small amount of the tip of a raw egg
   Empty egg and dye as you like
   Fill empty egg with confetti

5. To Strengthen Eggs or Shells
   Wash with bleach, soap, and water

6. For mosaics
   Find mixed media (paper pieces, fabric pieces, confetti, sparkles, etc.)
   Place shells on a background like a puzzle
   Seal with glue

Have fun and create beauty!